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Pastor Dave Barley                     
Founder: Pastor Sheldon Emry                    Associate Pastor: Kevyn Reid 

From the Pastor’s Desk: 

Pastor Kevyn Reid and Family have 
Now Arrived 

Pastor Kevyn Reid has now arrived at America’s Promise 
Ministries and we thank those who of you who sent funds to 
either them or us to pay for the move. As always when we are 
in disobedience to God, God tightens the financial screws, but 
God promises to bring us through when we give cheerfully. 
We ask that you follow God’s command to tithe to the 
ministries that feed you and if you wish to help with the 
remaining moving costs, just let us know that is what you are 
sending it for. 

Pastor Reid is now here and has jumped in with both feet and 
both Martha and I appreciate all that he and his family are 
doing and their willingness to be used of the Lord in this way. 
They are taking a big load off our shoulders and we are all 
very excited about this opportunity. He will need your prayers 
and support and I will be assisting him as needed, so I am not 
out of the picture. I am still at it with my finger at the pulse of 
things. But if God moves upon your heart please give what 
you should and as you are well aware food, gas-prices, and 
other things are going up for us as well. I can’t even fill up my 
car for less than $60.00 these days. Consider giving an 
amount each month to help with the expenses and allow us to 
use Pastor Kevyn to his full potential. 
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A Sad Announcement  

Mr. Richard Kelly Hoskins died in January of this year at age 
93. This reminds me of the passing of Archeologist E. 
Raymond Capt, who also died at age 93. Mr. Hoskins was a 
first rate, down to the point Bible economist and historian. He 
was one of the finest historical story tellers I ever heard. He 
authored many great books and we have some of them in 
stock. We have War Cycles Peace Cycles, In the 
Beginning, Wolves and Sheep, and other books that he 
wrote are Our Nordic Race, and Vigilantes of Christendom. 
We do not have the last two. 

Mr. Hoskins was a speaker at many of our conferences, and 
camps. He was well known for his bold straight forward 
lectures. You could depend on hearing the straightforward 
truth and Bible Law on topics every time he was at the podium. 
Many times he would call me and encourage me in a gracious 
way. Richard Kelly Hoskins deserves all our honor and 
respect. He fought the good fight, and ran the faithful race. Mr. 
Hoskins, you shall remain in our thoughts and prayers. 

My Condition  

Many of you on our newsletter list have not heard about my 
recent health issue. I was sitting at home throwing up for four 
days before I made the decision to go to the hospital 
emergency room. It was a chilly day when I arrived, a male 
nurse greeted me and one of the first things out of his mouth 

was “Oh, he’s got COVID.” We know several nurses who told 

me that this was incredibly unprofessional and not something 
any nurse should ever do.  He was further annoyed when he 
asked the question, “Are you vaccinated or unvaccinated?” 
and I said Unvaccinated. He was the only nurse we had that 
was that way. Once in the ER, they did an EKG on me and 
determined I had a heart attack and that I had a severe 
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stomach infection and my blood sugar was very high. They 
decided to rush me in an ambulance to the medical center in 
Coeur d’Alene which is about forty-five miles south of 
Sandpoint. They did a number of tests and decided not to 
operate on my heart, but my blood sugar was very high and 
they worked to get that under control. I was in their hands now 
and could do nothing.  

I was in the hospital for four days with them constantly sticking 
needles in me, testing blood, and other items. They made sure 
my diabetes was stable before they let me go. After I got 
home, I had another stroke causing the left side of my face to 
go numb which gives me a crooked smile and I was unable to 
walk without wheelchair assistance, but am now able to walk 
a few steps without my upright walker, but I use it most of the 
time. After a month at home, I am now  back in the office and  
doing this newsletter for you, but in a limited way. Please 
forgive any mistakes or limited writing I may do, I cannot write 
now as much as I would like –I WOULD LOVE TO HEAR 
FROM YOU ALL, BUT don’t expect me to write back because 
of my condition. 

Russia Con 

We are being lied to by our federally controlled media about 
Russia and Ukraine. Our Zionist’s controlled media has not 
changed one bit. It still is under the power and control of our 
enemy and those who hate righteousness. Why would anyone 
believe these antichrists and their lies? Why would anyone 
believe it is their American duty to die for Russia or the 
Ukraine? Let’s face it folks, most of us don’t even know what 
is going on across the street, much less across the globe with 
any degree of accuracy. We only know what we are told, but 
again who or what is our source, and how accurate are they? 
Do they have an agenda? Are their facts and figures true? We 
know Biden is a liar and that his son (Hunter Biden) has 
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corrupt dealings with Ukraine. Even the New York Times 
reported on how corrupt the Ukrainian government is several 
years ago, as if our government isn’t? Gas prices were going 
up before the conflict, but they have skyrocketed since. 

President Putin is a more honorable man than that clown 
Biden is. People are so concerned about Putin’s oil control, 
heck I’m more concerned with Biden’s control over America 
and Canadian oil than Putin’s oil control. It appears that Putin 
is more concerned with NATO, and the EU  and American 
energy  corporate control emerging in the Ukraine than mere 
take over. The Russians are seeking to control the Ukraine to 
keep it out of NATO. The United States want the Ukraine part 
of NATO and are seeking to make the Ukraine part of the west 
plus providing the Ukrainians with weapons. Remember, war 
is the outcome of evil created out of the love of money, or 
power. The USA power-brokers want global control and it is 
not Russia.  

Alexandr Dugin, a top Russian philosopher, on 
the war in Ukraine: 

"... This is not a war with Ukraine. It's a 

comparison with globalism as an integral 

planetary phenomenon. It's a comparison on 

all levels - geopolitical and ideological. Russia 

rejects everything in globalism - unipolarism, Atlanticism, 

on the one hand, and liberalism, anti-tradition, 

technocracy, Great Reset in a word, on the other. It is 

clear that all European leaders are part of the Atlantic 

liberal elite. 

And we’re at war with exactly this. Hence their legitimate 

reaction. Russia is now excluded from globalist networks. 

He no longer has a choice: to either build his world or 
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disappear. The Russia has set a path to build its world, 

its civilization. And now the first step has been made. But 

sovereign in the face of globalism it can only be a large 

space, a continent-state, a civilization-state. No country 

can withstand a complete disconnect for long. 

Russia is creating a global resistance camp. His victory 

would be a victory for all alternative forces, both right 

and left, and for all peoples. We are, as always, beginning 

the most difficult and dangerous processes. 

But when we win, everyone takes advantage. That’s the 

way it has to be. We are setting the ground for real 

multipolarity. And those who are ready to kill us now will 

be the first to benefit from our enterprise tomorrow. I 

almost always write things that then come true. This too 

will come true "............. 

And again: “What does it mean for Europe to break up 

with the West?” He is the salvation. The modern West, 

where the Rothschild, Soros, Schwab, Bill Gates, and 

Zuckerberg triumph, is the most disgusting thing in the 

history of the world. It’s no longer the West of 

Mediterranean Greco-Roman culture, nor the Christian 

Middle Ages, nor the violent and contradictory twentieth 

century. It's a graveyard of toxic waste of civilization, 

it's anti-civilization. And the sooner and more completely 

the Russia breaks off, the sooner it returns to its roots. 

To what ? Christian, Greco-Roman, Mediterranean... – 

European... That is, to the common roots of the real 

West. These Roots - Their Own ! - the modern West cut 

them off. And they stayed in Russia . 
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Only now Eurasia is raising its head. Only now liberalism 

in Russia is losing ground under our feet. 

Russia is not Western Europe. Russia followed Greeks, 

Byzantines, and Eastern Christianity. And he's still 

following that road. Yes, with zig zags and detours. 

Sometimes in dead ends. But it's moving . 

The Russia is out to defend the values of Tradition against 

the modern world. It’s really that “revolution against the 

modern world.” Have you not learned? 

And Europe must break up with the West, and also the 

United States must follow those who refuse globalism. 

And then everyone will understand the meaning of modern 

war in Ukraine. 

Many people in the Ukraine understood that. But the 

terrible rabid liberal-Nazi propaganda left nothing in the 

minds of the Ukrainians. They will come back to their 

senses and they will fight together with us for the kingdom 

of light, for tradition and a true European Christian 

identity. the Ukrainians are our brothers. They were, are 

and will be. 

A breakup with the West is not a breakup with Europe. 

It’s a breakup with death, degeneration, and suicide. Its 

the key to recovery. And Europe itself - the European 

peoples - should follow our example: topple the anti-

national globalist council. And build a real European house, 

a European palace, a European cathedral.” 

Goldman Sacs and other banking Zionist agencies have put a 
stop on Russian and other countries federal reserve note 
withdrawals which may very well spark entanglements –The 
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Zionist want war, but don’t fall for it. BRICS is an acronym for 
Brazil, India, China, and South Africa and the said form of 
money they were contemplating. Goldman Sacs may well be 
behind this fraud. It is for global standing and winning out over 
federal reserve notes. I say again, the love of money is the 
root of all evil. Without money nothing politically would 
happen. It makes the federal machine work. 

New Autistic and Possible Cancer Breakthrough 

 A man on our mailing list has a wife with cancer and she has 
been helped with a mineral supplement. Autistic children are  
noticing the same good transformation. It has to do with a 
rebuilding of the neural structure. So I am bringing this 
breakthrough information to you. 

https://vimeo.com/304256223 

New Scare 

Have you heard the latest? Many doctors are now warning 
and even predicting that there may well be on out break of 
AIDS acquired auto immune deficiency due to two or three 
COVID vaccinations and this is a real threat. Doctors are 
puzzled in that they are throwing everything at this emerging 
development of AIDS. One such doctor you should listen to is 
Dr. Elizabeth (Betsy) Eads on Twitter or you can follow her on 
Telegram. She recommends Ivermectin  as a treatment early 
on. And that more and more young people are developing 
blood clots early on and no one should take these shots. 
Watch her interview at:  

https://usawatchdog.com/millions-get-aids-from-vax-by-
fall-dr-elizabeth-eads/             

We are looking at  war developing between the vaccinated 
and the unvaccinated.   

 

https://vimeo.com/304256223
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Disinformation is Rampant 

We have heard, garbage in equals garbage out. Another way 
to look at this is confusion of facts, facts are confused or 
distorted these days. Gas prices are ridiculous to say the least 
as we all know, they are also highly distorted, or a better way 
of describing this is robbery. We have a thieving president and 
government. Today all ten planks of the communist manifest 
are in operation in America from the income tax to the corrupt 
educational system. Russia seems to be far more honorable 
than America.  

Today, is like the time of Martin Luther and the darkness of 
rule of the Catholic Church and the Inquisition keeping the 
Bible closed to the average person. The Word of God was 
kept from the general public. It is the very answer that would 
set them free, but it is up to every generation to come to Bible 
Truth. In the Judeo-Christian false foundation the objective is 
to keep vital Truth from masses, to keep them dumbed down 
and a danger to themselves and their posterity. 

If you have not done so already, boycott Disney. The reports 
are coming more and more numerous that there are major 
perversions and as Christians we should not support such 
anti-family and antichrist agendas. Do NOT subscribe to the 
Disney channels or buy a Disney products or movies. 

Movies will often portray bank robbers as mean and 
advantaged, and the federal, state, or county government 
somehow disadvantaged. Reality is not in movies such as 007 
or The Untouchables. The reality is large forces of federal FBI, 
or ATF type of troops are employed to bolster and reinforce 
the federal or state position. Older folks will remember TV 
shows such as Hogan’s Hero’s which perpetrated the 
stereotypes of Germans being dumb and incompetent. You 
obviously will not find reality in the movies, but lies. distortions, 
and fraud. The federal government is never at a disad-
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vantage. It has plenty of money and personnel at its fingertips.  

I remember when the FBI shot and killed Randy Weaver’s son 
Sammy and murdered Randy’s wife Vicky, plus wounding 
their friend Kevin. There was a large amount of ATF well 
armed at the scene, well paid, big, mean, and menacing. They 
were there for over ten days. I was there every day during that 
time and it was horrible. 

Then there was the Branch Davidians in Waco, Texas. The 
FBI with massive troops surrounded that so called compound 
most likely setting fire to the building murdering many people 
while the media and general public a distance away. Just 
remember, he who wins the war, or who ends up in control, 
writes the history whether true or fabricated. Much of what we 
are told about wars and history has been highly skewed or 
distorted.    

The world is full of  compromise, and compromises are not 
necessarily wrong and we all have to make compromises from 
time to time. But making compromises with the Word of God 
is evil and will lead to folly. Following God’s Law and 
implementing His Principles everywhere in our lives brings 
peace and blessings. 

This deception goes back to the beginnings of Hollywood. For 
those folks who are my age, remember the old TV show, I 
Love Lucy done back in the fifties? They used laughter to get 
their audience to ignore blatant race-mixing, and Lucy’s 
defiance of her Cuban husband’s authority. The ridiculous 
antics of Jewish comedian Lucille Ball was used to loosen up 
her audience to ignore reality. It was an ingenious ploy by the 
Red Edomites and caused people to look the other way and 
ignore the corruption before them. They use words like “half-
breed” in the old Westerns and made the audiences have get 
sympathy for how bad they were treated. They have 
continued this in newer movies like Harry Potter where those 
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who want the pure blood lines are evil and the mixed blood 
lines (called Mudbloods in Harry Potter movies) are to be 
celebrated. They are indoctrinating people to look down on 
anyone with such views, and they are preaching that we are 
only good if we embrace their corruption and multiculturalism 
dogma. The goal was to get you to look the other way and 
chose evil over good, and their goal is to make you believe 
that good is evil and evil is good.  

3 John 1:11 
Beloved, follow not that which is evil, but that which is 
good. He that doeth good is of God: but he that doeth evil 
hath not seen God. 

Adulterers of God’s Word offer no Biblical proof or reason or 
cause for action. They only put forth the Judeo-Christian 
perspective, that all races came from Adam and Eve and that 
we are all of the same blood. NO, WE ARE NOT OF THE 
SAME BLOOD! We are His peculiar people. Edom wants us 
to mix with the alien and become diluted into non-existence. 
Blacks, homosexual, and so-called minorities have long 
understood this acceptance of the federal system and its 
power; therefore they gravitate to it. 

Have you ever wondered why God Almighty wiped out the 
sodomites? Because they are far more detrimental and violent 
than they appear. Decades ago I did a lecture at the High 
School in town and the homosexuals went berserk and called 
me horrible names and threatened to kill me in front of my 
family in a gruesome way too horrible to describe. The 
sodomites are not pleasant at all. They are very dangerous 
and not the least bit nice or tolerant. They are behind sodomite 
sex education and the younger the child the more 
advantageous. Please take your children out of the public 
schools. It is not safe for them. It is a breeding ground of 
perversion and sin.  It is also good to see people like Kirk 
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Cameron and other Christian leaders calling public education 
the number one enemy of Christians.  It took them a long time 
to finally see this, but praise God they are speaking out. 

Separatism is Godly 

The Apostle Paul warns Christians in 2 Corinthians 6;14-16: 

14 Be ye not unequally yoked together with unbelievers: 
for what fellowship hath righteousness with 
unrighteousness? and what communion hath light with 
darkness? 
15 And what concord hath Christ with Belial? or what part 
hath he that believeth with an infidel? 
16 And what agreement hath the temple of God with idols? 
for ye are the temple of the living God; as God hath said, 
I will dwell in them, and walk in them; and I will be their 
God, and they shall be my people. 

The wicked not only separate themselves from the truths of 
Biblical Christianity, but they “reproach” those who live such 
Christianity and “cast out” their name as evil. This has 
happened to me and to many good Christian people who have 
taken a stand for the Truth of God’s Word.  

You see, when they call us right wing extremists, Bible 
thumpers, the radical right, White separatists, and so forth, 
they are actually practicing their separation by attempting to 
“cast out your name as evil.” 

The significance of this principle is pointed out in many places 
throughout the Word of God. For instance, Jesus said in 
Matthew 6:24: 

No man can serve two masters: for either he will hate the 
one, and love the other; or else he will hold to the one, and 

despise the other. Ye cannot serve God and mammon. 

Do our enemies understand this principle? - - You bet they do, 
because they certainly love their own kind and hate those who 
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are not of their kind! We must ask ourselves, “Is this 

necessarily wrong?” Well, human wisdom may not like it, but 

Jesus does not take a middle of the road approach on this 
issue.  He said, Ye cannot serve God and mammon. If this 
does not make Jesus Christ a separatist to you - - then 
perhaps worldly opinion is greater in your heart than the 
eternal wisdom from God’s Word. 

Are You With Christ? 

In Matthew 12:30, Jesus again draws a specific line of 
separation which Christians seldom take cognitive notice of: 

He that is not with me is against me; and he that 
gathereth not with me scattereth abroad.  

Though a person may seem to have good intentions, have a 
great personality, and even display many good Christian 
characteristics, the fact of the matter is, that, if they are not 
with Christ, then whether intentionally or not, they are 
against Christ! Either way, they will gather according to their 
own sense of right, rather than gathering what is Biblically 
right. 

Furthermore, through the biblical principle of separation, we 
learn that there are many who have been deceived to the point 
that they actually enter the world (darkness), who confess not 

that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh 2 John 1:7. In other 
words, those who do not confess that Jesus Christ has come 
in the flesh are actually of this world. In principle, it does not 
really matter how good they may seem to be, the fact is they 
are either with Jesus Christ, or they are against Him. You 
cannot have it both ways. As a side note, please notice the 
curious way this Bible verse is worded, Jesus Christ is come 

in the flesh. Well, all of mankind is come in the flesh, so why 
stress the point that Jesus Christ came in the flesh, unless it 
is to point out the wonderful truth that it was God Almighty 
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coming in the flesh? 

Making the Correct Choice 

The world sustains itself mostly on half truths and lies; that is 
why Jesus told us to separate ourselves from its influences. 
Through the world, we receive darkness, and from this 
darkness comes death. However, through Jesus Christ we 
receive Light and from the Light, we receive Life. The question 
is, do we want to be more and more like Jesus Christ (Life) in 
everything we say and do, or do we want to be more and more 
like the world (death) about us today? The carnal mind will 
choose the way which seems right according to its own sense 
of self interest, but as Christians, we are to trust and obey the 
Way, the Truth, and the Life of the great I AM! Jesus said in 
Matthew 4:4: 

But he answered and said, It is written, Man shall not live 
by bread alone, but by every word that proceedeth out of 
the mouth of God. 

Consider the following verses from 1 John 1:5-7: 

5 This then is the message which we have heard of him, 
and declare unto you, that God is light, and in him is no 
darkness at all. 
6 If we say that we have fellowship with him, and walk in 
darkness, we lie, and do not the truth: 
7 But if we walk in the light, as he is in the light, we have 
fellowship one with another, and the blood of Jesus 
Christ his Son cleanseth us from all sin. 

This means there must be some changes and they must begin 

with you and me! You see, it is easy to say, “We have 

fellowship with Him,” but are we really having fellowship with 

Him in Spirit and in Truth? Is your relationship with Jesus 
Christ a double-sided, double-minded one? Do you use foul, 
ungodly language with no care for the poor witness you are 
creating? Do you have the right to get angry anytime you want 
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and say and do things which bring dishonor to the name of 
our Lord and Savior because you think your feelings and your 
so-called self rights are more important? If you think this way, 
then you are certainly walking in darkness, and you are not 
with Christ! We cannot break God’s rules of life, without 
experiencing the sad consequences which will come from 
such behavior! Again, 6 If we say that we have fellowship 
with him, and walk in darkness, we lie, and do not the 
truth: 

You see, you can live for yourself, you can ignore the 
consequences of your actions and behavior, but there is a 
price to be paid. It reflects a great shortsightedness on the 
Body of Christ as a whole, if we practice or do those things 
which bring disunity and disharmony to the Body of Christ. If 
we do that, we are looking at the little picture, not the big 
picture. 

Mature Relationships 

Living for yourself shows a great lack of spiritual maturity. 
Certainly, we all love children, but there are some 
characteristics about children that we should not be 
manifesting as mature Christians. As an example, children 
lash out at others when they do not get their way. I think the 
Apostle Paul stated it best in 1 Corinthians 14:20. 

Brethren, be not children in understanding: howbeit in 
malice be ye children, but in understanding be men. 

Some Christians talk about being a man, but their words, 
actions, and behavior tell me that they are children! 

This truth is essential for the bonding which must take place 
within the Body of Christ. You see, true Christian LOVE can 
and will heal broken relationships. Jealousy, malice, hate, 
anger, and so forth, will only bring about more division, 
disunity, and strife. But of most importance, through a spirit of 
true Christian love, Christ will grow in our hearts, there will be 
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restoration, the Body of Christ will start coming together, and 
we will learn to grow in love and respect for each other. With 
these attributes, we can work through our problems. 

Ephesians 3:17-21 
17 That Christ may dwell in your hearts by faith; that ye, 
being rooted and grounded in love, 
18 May be able to comprehend with all saints what is the 
breadth, and length, and depth, and height; 
19 And to know the love of Christ, which passeth 
knowledge, that ye might be filled with all the fulness of 
God. 
20 Now unto him that is able to do exceeding abundantly 
above all that we ask or think, according to the power 
that worketh in us, 
21 Unto him be glory in the church by Christ Jesus 
throughout all ages, world without end. Amen. 

Being a separatist from every uncomfortable situation is not 
necessarily the right or proper thing to do. Some people just 
keep to themselves because it seems to be an easy and 
convenient form of escapism. They get their feelings hurt, and 
they throw in the towel. Now, certainly, conditions can become 
so intolerable that you just might be better off separating 
yourself from a bad situation. However, as Christians, we 
need to be careful about separations within the Body of Christ. 
As an example, we are warned in 1 Corinthians 6:7: 

Now therefore there is utterly a fault among you, 
because ye go to law one with another. Why do ye not 
rather take wrong? why do ye not rather suffer 
yourselves to be defrauded? 

In other words, although it is very contrary to our flesh and 
carnal thinking, the Scriptures are admonishing us to go 
ahead and suffer the loss, rather than conducting a hate 
campaign against our brother. And, yes, I said “brother,” and 
no, I did not say that he or she had to be as perfect as you 
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and I are. Have you noticed that many Christians are more 
protective and supportive of temporal things than they are of 
their fellow brethren within the Body of Christ? We should 
think well on the qualities of love (charity) we are given in the 
Scriptures. As an example, look at 1 Corinthians 13:4-7: 

4 Charity suffereth long, and is kind; charity envieth not; 
charity vaunteth not itself, is not puffed up, 
5 Doth not behave itself unseemly, seeketh not her own, is 
not easily provoked, thinketh no evil; 
6 Rejoiceth not in iniquity, but rejoiceth in the truth; 
7 Beareth all things, believeth all things, hopeth all 
things, endureth all things. 

We should not lightly pass over these qualities of Biblical love, 
or charity; in fact, let us briefly examine each of these 
characteristics of Charity: 

“Charity suffereth long.” 

In other words, the love of Christ ought to be so strong in our 
inner being that we can suffer even being defrauded by a 
Christian brother. Rather than being longsuffering though, 
some Christians have a short fuse, and they blow up in each 
other’s faces. I am often shamed by my lack of Christian 
understanding in this regard. The way I have behaved with 
certain of my Christian brethren you would think that I believe 
that Jesus Christ died upon the cross for me alone. In other 
words, sometimes I behave so self-righteously and with such 
self-importance, that I forget that my Savior is also their Savior 
and that Christ did not die for just “worthy” me; He also died 
for those brethren I have disagreements with. You see, 
sometimes I am blinded to the fact that I am just as unworthy 
as they are without Christ. 

Charity “is kind.” 

Charity (or love) does not practice unkindness. Many people 
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have come to me over the years and asked, “Why are Judeo-

Christians and other types of people so hard to witness to?” 
Well, generally, it is a matter of self-righteousness on one’s 
part. In the knowledge of our Israelite identity, which wrongly 
inflates the ego of some, we must understand that this has 
never been a Biblically justifiable attitude. Charity is kindness. 
We will be able to reach far more people with understanding 
and kindness than with puffed up egos and a know-it-all 
attitude. 

“Charity envieth not: vaunteth not itself, and is not 
puffed up.” 

I put these three together because they are similar in that they 
all involve ego and pride. In the case of envy, it is not that 
different from ego; only with envy, a person is puffing up, and 
vaunting up the image of someone else. A person who is 
“puffed up,” lacks the humility to be open to the hurts and 
problems of others. Here again, we find the scenario of a 
person looking at the little picture rather than seeking to be a 
part of the bigger picture. Nehemiah is an example of such a 
man who looked at the big picture. He unselfishly and bravely 
rallied the people to the rebuilding of the walls of Jerusalem. 
Of course, the best example I can give is that of our great 
Redeemer - - Jesus Christ. He certainly humbled Himself; He 
saw and He pursued the bigger picture, even though it 
required His physical death. But through His great sacrifice, 
He redeemed those who were certainly undeserving, steeped 
in ungodly acts, and noticeable “less” than He. The nature and 
character of Jesus Christ is to be our example. In fact, the 
Scriptures tells us in Philippians 2:3-8: 

3 Let nothing be done through strife or vainglory; but in 
lowliness of mind let each esteem other better than 
themselves. 
4 Look not every man on his own things, but every man 
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also on the things of others. 
5 Let this mind be in you, which was also in Christ Jesus: 
6 Who, being in the form of God, thought it not robbery to 
be equal with God: 
7 But made himself of no reputation, and took upon him 
the form of a servant, and was made in the likeness of 
men: 
8 And being found in fashion as a man, he humbled 
himself, and became obedient unto death, even the death 
of the cross. 

“Charity does not behave itself unseemly.” 

This literally means, do not behave in a way that is 
unbecoming of a representative of Jesus Christ. 

The above is taken from my booklet, Separatism into 
Restoration #133 Suggested Gift $3.50 plus $5 shipping per 
order. 

Let us Be Careful What We Believe 

The other day I was sent a video of Jewish film director 
Stanley Kubrick of the film 2001 Space Odyssey who openly 
admitted he staged and filmed the so-called space walk on 
the moon. A little later I received a talk from this minister 
during one point of his message speaking about pyramids he 
started speaking of flying dragons and called them flying 
saucers, with no proof but his theory. Now, if we did not land 
on the moon and no one has seen a said alien from let’s say 
Mars, someone is lying. Let’s be careful what we believe. Not 
all we hear is fact and we need to stay in the Word! 

Most of the Old Testament says very little on Satan or the 
adversary and there is even not much written about Adam and 
Eve. This snake in the garden may not be a devil, but a 
scheming ADULTERER, or adulterator, who adulterates, or 
perverts things like things like they are being perverted today. 
Our minds are corrupted in ways we are not aware of or 
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realize. Adam and Eve were manipulated by this adversary, 
meaning they were deceived by the deception presented.  
You see, it is like the term JEW, we have to dissect it to 
discover its real purpose and meaning, because obviously it 
does not mean what appears. Israelite is a term better suited 
to the twelve- tribes of Israel in dispersion. 

Some are reporting that Henry Kissinger is saying that the 
Israelis will relocate to the Ukraine. I doubt it because they are 
milking the world by their claim to that land. More Jews live in  
New York City or Florida than in Israel. We already know New 
York City is a Jewish haven and stronghold they do not want 
to give up. Do not just believe something because someone 
presents it as truth. We want to be witness of God and His 
truth and not viewed by those we need to witness to as nut 
cases! 
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This poem was written in 1932 by a pastor in Mississippi 
named A. M. Overton, who had a wife and three small 
children. His wife was pregnant with their fourth child but when 
it came time for delivery, there were complications and both 
she and the baby died. During the funeral service, the 
preacher officiating the service noticed my grandfather writing 
something on a piece of paper. After the service, the minister 
asked him about it, and he handed him the paper with a poem 
he had just written which he titled, “He Maketh No Mistake.” 
 

He Maketh No Mistake 

My Father’s way may twist and turn, 
my heart may throb and ache. 
But in my soul I’m glad I know, 

He maketh no mistake. 

My cherished plans may go astray, 
my hopes may fade away, 

but still I’ll trust my Lord to lead, 
for He doth know the way. 

Tho’night be dark and it may seem 
that day will never break; 

I’ll pin my faith, my all in Him, 
He maketh no mistake. 

There’s so much now I cannot see, 
my eyesight’s far too dim; 

but come what may, I’ll simply trust 
and leave it all to Him. 

For by and by the mist will lift 
and plain it all He’ll make. 

Through all the way, tho’ dark to me, 
He maketh not one mistake 
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New Resources for You! 

We have set up a new way for you to access the 
resources of our ministry and Pastor Reid is available to 
answer questions at these links. We have a NAS (Network 
Attached Storage) at our location which has lots of 
sermons, books, etc. To access this, here are the 
instructions. 

Access with a computer: In the browser address bar enter: 
https://TNAS.online/AmericasPromise 

Access with a mobile device: 

1. Install the TNAS Moblie apps on your Android or IOS 
mobile device. 

2. Open the TNAS mobile app on your mobile device and 
select “+” to add a TNAS ID. 

3. Input your TNAS ID: https://TNAS.online/AmericasPromise  
and click confirm. 
The TNAS mobile app can be downloaded for free from 
TerraMaster’s website as well as from Apple’s App Store 
and Google’s Play Store. 

To access you use the following information 

USERNAME: Americaspromise 

PASSWORD:Americaspromise208 

Facebook:https://www.facebook.com/AmericasPromiseMinis
tries 

A New YouTube Page: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCz1uuxbUZobwe1M66n
HIfgg 

We are on BitChute: 
 https://www.bitchute.com/channel/CcyXnT07xTTh/ 

https://tnas.online/AmericasPromise
https://www.facebook.com/AmericasPromiseMinistries
https://www.facebook.com/AmericasPromiseMinistries
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God’s Glorious Purpose 
By Pastor Kevyn Reid  

 

Behind every good man is a good woman, as the old 
saying goes. Today, we are taught to think the reverse, that 
is, behind every strong woman walks a non-sexist, obliging, 
feminist man. Is it possible that we would have stronger, more 
masculine, and good-hearted men that are willing to lead and 
be good husbands and fathers who provide for their family 
emotionally, spiritually, and financially if there were more good 
women around? Let us consult God’s Word on the matter, 
after all, our Bible does have all the answers… 

God’s plan for your life is referred to as Providence, or 
God’s caring provision for His people as He guides them in 
their journey of faith through life, accomplishing His purpose 
in them. The word Providence comes from the Latin “pro” 
meaning “before” and “video” for sight. So, God has a 
foreordained plan for us, and it is His wish for us to fulfill 
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this as Kingdom minded individuals to the best of our mortal 
capabilities while on the earth.  

Matthew 20:1-16 is a parable about our role as 
workers in Christ’s Kingdom now. Our first goal is to be at 
work in the Master’s vineyard. True joy is found when we labor 
for the Master as opposed to mammon. The worker 
who realizes that his or her work is first for the Master finds 
true joy and fulfillment. 

Let us consult the book of Esther for more clarity. 
Esther was an orphan raised by her cousin Mordecai (Esther 
2:7). She was granted favor by the Ahasuerus, King of Persia, 
and elevated to the position of Queen. God used Esther to 
disrupt a plot devised by Haman to assassinate the King. 
Esther, even as Queen, still gives credit to Mordecai for the 
investigation although she did not have to. It was Mordecai 
after all that reported the plot to Esther in the first place. 
Esther’s mission was made clear even though appearing 
before the king uninvited was punishable by death, yet 
Esther’s resolve remained and according to chapter 4 verse 
16, she says: 

 “And if I perish, I perish.”  

This amazing statement implies Esther’s implicit trust 
in God and in Mordecai. Esther’s actions may have seemed 
insignificant at the time, however this event determined Israel 
and Judah’s ultimate course in history. 

Esther’s position in life required submission even 
though she was a Queen. She was redeemed by her kinsman, 
Mordecai and submitted to him as well as the submission of 
herself to the King and God. This chain of command is 
exemplified throughout the entire Bible. It is important to 
understand because if Esther was unable or unwilling to follow 
the directives of those placed in authority over her, she would 
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not have been used by God in such an astonishing manner.  

When we recognize our Biblical roles of both authority 
and servitude, we can be used by God and fashioned to His 
desires and will to assist in establishing His Kingdom upon the 
earth. In order to be used by God we must be able to see and 
understand how He sees us. He sees us as Jacob’s sons and 
daughters and, therefore, His Word is addressed to us.  

We are Kings and Priests according to 1 Peter 2:9, and 
the seed of Abraham according to Galatians 3:29. Knowing 
our identity begets a calling and allows us to commit to the 
gifts God has given us, even though we see only our mental 
and physical limits. Esther’s story is OUR story; our identity in 
God and through this identity God gives us PURPOSE. 

Mordecai was elevated in the King’s court with high 
honors and became historically known by being mentioned in 
the Books of the Kings in Media and Persia. He was a kind 
and generous man interested in helping others. Esther’s 
treatment of him allowed him to be used by God in the 
Kingdom. If Esther would have treated him as women are told 
to treat men by today’s standards, would we even know who 
he was or what his great place in history was? Would God 
have cursed Esther? Would God have simply used another? 
These are important questions to ask ourselves in this age. 

Feminism has been a rising ideology for the past fifty 
years or so. However, those who have embraced those ideals 
have begun to realize its downsides. The way to pull men out 
of the pit they have been thrown into today is by allowing 
women to be womanly again. This must be done in a Biblical, 
God-ordered manner. Relax and let the man God has put in 
your life take the lead. Read your Bible with him and 
encourage him to step up to the plate on a task, advise then 
let him shoulder the responsibility, assisting, not asserting, in 
any way you can. Build men up! Men are torn down in so 
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many ungodly ways today. Do not contribute to that by 
bashing them yourself. Instead, thank them for the ways they 
protect and provide for you. Compliment them on masculine 
behavior. Let them hold the door or carry a box for you even 
if you think you can handle it yourself. These actions, 
unfortunately, can get you labeled as a misogynist even if you 
are a woman, and it is certainly counter-cultural. Swimming 
upstream is never easy but to those who can rise to the 
challenge. Remember it is the truly brave who history 
remembers. So if you are a woman who wants to change the 
world as Esther did, cast off the bonds of worldly feminism and 
embrace God’s standard of femininity.  

A Facebook Post by Aleksander Weber 

“We’re not called to make peace with evil. 

We’re not called to befriend evil. 

We’re not called to be tolerant of evil. 

We’re not called to ignore evil. 

We’re not called to expose our children to evil and call it 

"education,"  "inclusivity," "tolerance," "entertainment" or 

"fun." 

We’re called to STAND against evil with boldness and truth, 

with the power and authority we’re given through Christ. 

Brave troops didn’t die for our freedoms so we could partner 

with Authoritarians. 

And Jesus didn’t sacrifice his life for our sins so we could 

partner with Satan. 

Churches need to stop pushing compliant, conformist 

Christianity and start preaching courageous Christianity. The 

future of America depends on it.” 
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734 – THE ORIGIN OF FUTURISM AND 
PRETERISM. By Paul Owen. An 
examination of the origins of these two 
eschatologies.                    Sugg. Don.:  $2.00 

794 – A QUESTION OF PROPHECY. Two booklets 
in one! The first: Six Points Refuting The Early 
Dating of Revelation by Bill and Sandy Kalivas. The 
second: The Cradle of Futurism & Preterism by 
Dave Barley.              Sugg. Don.: $3.50 

837 – SEVENTY WEEKS: THE 
HISTORICAL ALTERNATIVE. By Robert 
Caringola. This is the story of the only 
Messianic Divine measure recorded in the 
Bible. The truth of its interpretation goes 

back to the Protestant Reformation. This book 
reveals the truth about Daniel’s 70th week.        $8.00 

838 – THE PRESENT REIGN OF JESUS 
CHRIST: AN HISTORICAL INTERPRET-
ATION OF THE BOOK OF REVELATION. 
By Robert Caringola. The Book of 

Revelation is written in the symbolic language of the 
prophets and can only be understood with consistent 
application of this language, a sound knowledge of 
history and guidance of the Holy Spirit.           $12.00 

794 – THE BOOK OF REVELATION from 
an Israelite Perspective. By Pastor 
Charles Jennings. The overall content of the 
Book of Revelation and references to 
historical events.             Sugg. Don.:  $10.00  
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Pastor barley’s & Pastor 
reid’s Sermons on CD or DVD 

___Freedom or Liberty    $ 3 
___12 Tribes Scattered 1-3   $ 9 
___A Time for Faith 1-2    $ 6 
___Our Awakening     $ 3 
___One God Many False gods   $ 3 
___Fallen Society     $ 3 
___The Church Belongs to Israel 1-2  $ 6 
___Our Crown is Fallen 1-3   $ 9 

___Truth for us NOW   $ 3 
___Resurrection Sunday   $ 3 
___The Old Scriptures are the Way $ 3 

America’s Promise CD/DVD Ministry 

Join us in worshipping the Lord each week! Receive our 
weekly services on either CD or DVD! Many people are 
wallowing in the knowledge of all our problems, but they are 
not putting their mind on the things of God! In these sermons, 
you will hear line upon line from God’s Word that will build you 
and your family up in the Most Holy Faith. 

___Yes, add us to the mailing list. I want to 

receive CD or DVD circle one 
Suggested gift is $20 per month.  

Name_______________________________________  

Address_____________________________________  

City, State, Zip________________________________  

Total Cost + $5 Postage = _______________________ 

Be sure to circle     DVD    or     CD  


